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Prelude to Destruction
By John C. Meyer

January 12, 2084
Geosynchronous Orbit above the Earth

Laura Engler enjoyed living on the edge. She had called the Moon her home
for the past eight years, and she thrived on the day to day challenges of that hostile
environment.

Her current challenge was not on the Moon. She was construction General
Manager for the installation of the newest IPT’s ( Interdimentional Power
Transmitters ) on a Hydroteck, geosynchronous solar power satellite. The IPT’s
accessed the newly discovered, Interdimension, and then transmitted energy from
that power-rich formally unknown dimension to our own four dimensional world.
The energy was then converted into microwaves and transmitted down to Earth, to
be converted into electricity.

Before this assignment, Laura had almost given up on being able to use her
degree from MIT in Space Construction.

Her degree, plus her zero gravity experience, space ship piloting, and Moon
construction experience, uniquely qualified her for this task.

Hydroteck had a short critical window of twelve months to get the IPT’s
installed on this satellite and ready to test on January 31 2085. That was the date
the loans Hydroteck had to procure against the assets of the company came due.

Ten IPT power generators had to be shipped to the satellite and installed in
that short amount of time. If the IPT tests were successful, the loans would, by
contractual agreement, be extended.

These IPTs were re-engineered versions of the IPT that had caused the 2081
New Mexico disaster. The New Mexico IPT had had an uncontrollable release of
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energy, totally obliterating a two mile diameter area of the New Mexico desert,
killing more than three hundred people at the test facility. Lawsuits were still
pending about that incident. The new tests would be conducted in geosynchronous
orbit, twenty-two thousand-three hundred miles above the Earth, to prevent another
such devastating tragedy. If these IPT’s failed, Hydroteck could go into
bankruptcy.

Laura was acutely aware of the economic and political considerations of her
current assignment. Hydroteck, the second largest power company in the world,
was in constant, fierce competition with Lunarcom the largest, and Lunarcom was
continually working toward surpassing or discrediting Hydroteck.

Lunarcom’s president and major stockholder, Arthur Helman, had come
from nowhere twenty years before to surpass all other power companies by
building solar power satellites. His solar power empire was now threatened by
Hydroteck’s new innovative approaches to power production.

Besides the highly innovative IPTs, Hydroteck was only eighteen months
away from finishing a helium three, ( He3 ) nuclear fusion power plant in Houston,
Texas that would generate eight thousand megawatts of electricity. Besides being
the largest He3 plant in the world, it would also be the safest nuclear plant. He3
fusion generated no radioactive waste.

Laura had trained for a year with four other engineers before starting this
project, but Hydroteck knew that it would take someone with Laura’s overall
expertise to accomplish this monumental task.

After attaching her space suit umbilical to a metal bracket next to her open
office hatch, Laura floated out of the hatch to watch the docking of the latest
supply ship.

This solar power satellite, called M-1 measured one-hundred-fifty meters by
twenty-five meters. The first time Laura had seen it, she was reminded of the
huge black monolith in 2001, a space odyssey.

M-1 permanently hovered in its orbit, over Honiara Island in the Solomon
islands in the Pacific Ocean. Twomicrowave transmitting antennas on the satellite
zeroed in on a microwave receiving antenna on the island.

Because of the 2081 IPT disaster, M-1, had been moved, at enormous
expense, from its original site above the Mojave Desert to this geosynchronous
orbital site above Honiara island. All the governments involved believed that this
would be the safest place to test the new IPT’s. The government of the Solomon
Islands enthusiastically welcomed this possibility of a new and more reliable
electricity source.

M-1 was now the base for the advanced IPTs, and for the future hopes of
Hydroteck.

As Laura watched the ship, Magnalift I docking, she tuned her
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communication gear to the ship communications channel.
“Let her drift for twelve more seconds,” TomRobinson in the satellite

communications office said to the captain, “then apply your ten-thousand PSI
breaking jets until you are at a standstill.”

“Counting down,” said the Captian,12,11,10,----“
Laura had seen this maneuver dozens of times and her eyes wondered down

to the blue-green planet below, to one specific area in the Gulf of Mexico, the
island of Galveston.

The island had been her home until the explosive rift with her family eight
years before.

Her mind strayed to the last time she was there, six years ago, and the bad
memories of that time.

She had been working at the Moonbase for two years then, and had come
back to Earth for only one reason, her Aunt Sherry Gardner’s funeral.

She hated having to be there because of the previous clash with her family,
and she was very uncomfortable with the excessive weight she felt in Earth’s
gravity, since her body had become accustomed to the one-sixth gravity of the
Moon.

She had hoped that the two years she had been gone had relieved some of
the family resentment about her. It had not, she found out, and she was angry at
her family’s continued criticism of her career choice.

For forty years the Engler family had a very profitable global import-export
business, but that had nothing to do with what Laura loved, which was space and
engineering.

After she graduated from MIT, her family had expected that she would have
gotten that space nonsense out of her system, and they had expected her to go back
to working in the business with them. They refused to understand her obsession
with space and the Moon.

She had had a terrible argument with her brother Tommy, and she had taken
Tommy’s sports car and sped down Seawall Blvd. to Stewart beach after midnight,
letting her long black hair blow in the salt scented breeze, with the dim glow of the
crescent Moon lighting her way.

As she approached the familiar beach she pulled off the seawall onto the
sand, showed slightly, then turned the steering wheel and slammed on the brakes,
fishtailing in the sand. She laughed at the memory, long ago, of doing that and
spraying Tommywith sand, and then taking off. Tommy had been furious and had
chased after her, yelling and shaking his fist.

A silent blinding flash lit-up the docking bay of M-1, and expanding gasses
from the explosion struck Laura, ramming her hard into the outside wall of the
control center.
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“Get a rescue crew down there to those two men,” the loud anxious voice of
Thomas Robinson from the communications center sounded in her helmet.

“Get the shuttle after Johnny before he can drift too far,” Robinson’s voice

echoed in her helmet as she lost consciousness.

On Earth, two days later, Austin Johnson, a tall, dark haired man in his forties,
stood beside his blond, nine year old daughter, Sheila, staring at a huge vidscreen.
They were in the underground terminal of the Buzz Aldrin Spaceport in northwest
Houston, Texas, waiting for Sheila’s mother, Susan Johnson. Susan had just
arrived in the cargo ship, Magnalift II, after inspecting the damaged M-1 Satellite.
Her company, Magnalift, was responsible for spacelifting all construction materials
and supplies to M-1. The exploding ship had been one of hers and the three men
that had been killed in that ship were her employees, and her friends. This ship
carried back their bodies and that of Larry Reynolds, docking port supervisor for
Hydroteck, also killed in the blast.

As Austin and Sheila waited for Susan to depart her ship, their attention was
riveted to a vidscreen view of the landing of another ship, still balancing on a
blazing red tongue of flame, slowly descending to its ten meter diameter landing
platform. After landing, this platform would lower the ship into the underground
terminal.

High in the blue cloudless sky, Austin and Sheila spotted another ship on the
vidscreen, coming in from space. Only the bright red glow of its powerful rockets
could be seen as it drifted down a hundred meters behind the first ship.

“Mommy,” Sheila called, as she turned from the vidscreen and spotted
Susan walking down Magnalift II’s exit ramp. Susan, a tall, slim, blond woman,
wearing a dark blue Magnalift Corporation jumpsuit, looked up as she heard her
daughter calling, and waived to Sheila.

Austin and Sheila stood on the spaceport observation floor that looked down
fifteen meters to the Ship boarding floor. All passengers had to go down an
escalator to the boarding floor, and then through a security check gate for each
ship.

Susan spoke briefly to a man, at the bottom of the ramp, also in a Magnalift
jumpsuit, then waived to them again and walked to the entrance gate. She showed
some papers to the guard at the gate and proceeded up the escalator.

Sheila ran to her mother as Susan stepped off the moving stairs and hugged
her around the waist as Austin kissed and hugged her.

Austin stepped back and raised his eyebrows, indicating that he wanted to
know what she had found out about the explosion.
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Susan shook her head slightly and looked down at Sheila, indicating she
would talk about it once they were alone.

“How was your trip,” mommy, Sheila asked.
“It was very tiring, Sweetie,” Susan said as they walked toward the front

entrance of the spaceport terminal.
“Did you find out what you needed to?” Austin asked solemnly.
“Yes,” Susan said nodding, “but we have a lot to sort through before we will

know how it happened.”
Austin nodded, and Sheila looked from one to the other, a puzzling frown on

her face.
“Are you talking about the space explosion?” she asked.
‘Yes we are,” Susan answered, “Mommy is trying to find out what caused

the explosion.”
“Will you be going back there?’ Sheila asked, looking up at her mother as

they walked.
“I don’t think so,” Susan answered.
“If you do, can I go with you?” her daughter asked.
“No, it’s too dangerous for you to go.” Susan said.
“I’ve never been to space,” Sheila said, her bottom lip pooching out. “When

can I go?”
“In a few weeks your mom will be finished with her investigation of the

satellite,” Austin said looking at Susan, then down at Sheila, “after that we will all
take a trip to one of the low Earth orbit resorts. We’ll get a room for three days
there, like we’ve talked about. You can float around in the zero gravity deck and
watch Earth turn beneath us. Wewere saving that as a surprise, before this thing
about the satellite happened.”

“When, when, when,” Sheila said as she jumped up and down pulling on her
mother’s arm.

“As soon as my investigation is over,” Susan said, smiling down at the
excitement of her daughter, “just like your dad said.

While Susan, Sheila and Austin were leaving the spaceport, Laura Engler stared
out of the windows of her office on the M-1 satellite, over-looking the devastated
M-1 docking port.

“We are doubling our security everywhere,” she said turning to face her
construction crew, “We cannot allow this to happen again.”

Although, only 5’-2”, dressed in the loose kaki shirt and jeans with short
blond hair and a slim figure, Laura had a definite air of authority. Her left arm, in
a cast, was strapped closely to her body. It had been broken by her violent
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collision with the outside office wall, but that had not slowed her down.
Laura’s construction crew bosses, who were seated at a large conference

table, all nodded absently. They had had very little sleep since the explosion,
having to gain control of the station, and then move it back to the precise point in
geosynchronous orbit.

“As you know,” Laura said, “since it was Magnalift’s ship that exploded,
Susan Johnson, Magnalift’s CEO was here yesterday to investigate the incident.”

“She and her company are not only doubling their own security, I have given
her the authorization to investigate all of our contractors. Susan called me an hour
ago with the news that they have discovered that three men, involved in the
manufacturing of the IPT parts and the shipping of the parts to the Houston
Spaceport, have disappeared. She is using that information as a starting point.”

“Where does that leave us with the construction schedule,” asked Fred
Janson, IPT construction supervisor. His rugged countenance showed more lines
of worry and weariness than Laura had ever seen.

“Fred, I’ve looked through the estimates of damage that you and your crew
have given me, consulted with Hydroteck on availability of replacement materials,
and with Susan Johnson on availability of her cargo ships and replacement crews.
I have a rough estimate of a six month delay.

Sounds of groans could be heard from the men and women in the room.
“That,” said April Gannon, one of the IPT engineers, “will put us past the

deadline to keep the banks from foreclosing. How can we continue?” April, a
petite woman with short red hair, had recently received a space construction degree
from Princeton, and had trained with Laura for this project.

“I’m sure that is exactly what the saboteurs were counting on,” Laura said,
“but Magnalift believes that they have a solution. Susan has contacted lenders to
advance Magnalift money on a significant amount of their account receivables.
She will use that money to prepay our lenders a three months advance on interest
for agreeing to extend our loans an additional six months. That would extend the
time for us to begin testing to July 31, 2085.”

“Can she do that?” April exclaimed.
“She believes she can, April,” Laura said. “Susan is a very persuasive

woman, and Magnalift has a lot of influential contacts. Her father, Charles
Cartwright built Magnalift from a small scale rocket motor company to the major
enterprise it is today. Magnalift was responsible for lifting the majority of Earth
materials to the Lagrange space colony. Susan is willing to call in a lot of favors
that Magnalift has developed over that time.”

“She is taking a huge risk,” Fred Janson said. “If there are any other major
mishaps, then Magnalift could be dragged down with us.”
“Yes, said Laura, “but Susan believes very strongly in what we are trying to
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accomplish. She believes, as I do, that the IPT will revolutionize electricity
production, allowing resources currently used for electricity, to be put to better use.

It will help third world countries have a steady income, which will help
eliminate poverty and hunger in those countries.”

She paused, “Now I’ll get off my soapbox and we can get down to
business.”

Everyone in the conference room smiled or snickered. They were all in
agreement with what Laura had said.

“What about Johnny?” Jim Douglas spoke up. Jim, the young M-1 shuttle
pilot, responsible for moving parts and equipment around the satellite, had tried to
save Johnny Larson when the explosion had blasted Johnny toward Earth.

As he closed his eyes, the memory of the incident crashed in on him.
“Get the shuttle after Johnny before he can drift too far,” Thomas Robinson

had yelled into the communications channel.
Jim had been in the shuttle he piloted, thirty meters away from the docking

port when the explosion flash momentarily blinded him. His vision took a few
seconds to clear, but he instinctively realized the situation. He immediately did a
radar Doppler search, quickly maneuvered his ship around and locked onto the
object moving rapidly toward Earth. After engaging his engines, he pursued the
tiny dot showing on his scope.

“Johnny,” he yelled into the comm., “are you hearing me?”
“I hear you, Jim,” Johnny said, panic sounding in his voice.
“I’m coming to get you, Johnny,” Jim said.
“I see you, Jim, but it won’t work, you’re growing smaller by the second,”

Johnny said. “You’ll use up all your fuel, and we’ll both be stranded and burn up
in the atmosphere, I won’t let that happen”

“No we won’t,” Jim said.
“Sixty seconds to halfway point,” the shuttle computer announced,

indicating that he would have to turn around and start braking or he would not have
enough fuel to get back.

“I’m not going to let you do it,” Johnny said. “Opening up my suit now, tell
Jennie I love her.” Jim heard the hiss of air leaving Johnny’s suit, and then there
was silence. Johnny had sacrificed himself, knowing that his friend Jim would die
trying to save him.

The journey back to M-1 took twice as long because his fuel was too low to
continue at full blast after the turnaround burn.

Jim did not arrive back at M-1 in time to view the flash of Johnny’s body
burning up in Earth’s atmosphere, but he saw it in his mind’s eye and felt a
tremendous guilt at not being able to save him.

Laura gave Jim a sympathetic look, “Johnny’s sacrifice will be
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remembered,” she said, “we’ll make sure of that.”

Thousands of miles away, on Earth, a clandestine meeting was about to begin in
the Lunarcom Tower in Houston, Texas.

The fifty story Lunarcom Tower dominated the view of anyone driving East
on the 610, South Loop freeway in Houston. The magnificent, silver, space-
shuttle-shaped building reflected a feeling of both tremendous strength and delicate
beauty to all who saw it.

On the fiftieth floor office in the Lunarcom Tower, Arthur Helman, owner
and CEO of Lunarcom, sat behind a huge black desk studying a stack of
documents. The black over-stuffed, custom built chair he sat in elevated his 4’9”
body, so he could work normally behind the desk.

Across from Helman, in dark brown padded leather chairs sat the three top
men in his organization; Gordon Daniels, CFO of Lunarcom, Edward Sutton, in
charge of space solar power satellite construction (SSPS), and Ray Crawford, head
of power distribution.

Each of these key men had been with Helman for more than fifteen years.
Each of them knew and accepted Helman’s underhanded ways of doing business.

Helman had recruited them as much for expertise in their line of work as for
their pliable morals. He had gone through dozens of men and women before
finding the exact match he wanted for his method of doing business. He paid them
well and expected absolute allegiance.

Helman seldom smiled, but as he looked up, the three men noticed a slight
upturn of Helman’s mouth. A good sign, they realized.

“Good job, with of the M-1,” he said to Sutton. “The three men have been
taken care of?” he asked.

“They are permanently off the radar,” Sutton said solemnly. He was tall,
well built, in his late fifties, with thin graying hair. Helman had recruited him from
Sutton Space Construction (SSC), which Sutton had inherited from his father, and
which had been in deep financial trouble at the time. SSC had been building
Helman’s Solar Power Satellites, but had overextended their credit. Helman paid
off their loans, bought the company and hired Edward Sutton to continue running
the company.

“Excellent,” Helman said, actually smiling now. He did not ask the method
of their ‘being taken care of.’ Helman did not need to know. He had long ago
decided that there were no limits to what he would do to achieve his lifetime goal
of acquiring greater and greater amounts of power and wealth.

These three men were instrumental in his accomplishment of that goal,
especially Gordon Daniels. From the beginning, Daniels a much younger man
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than Sutton, had a unique knack of discovering financial or situational loopholes
that Helman could exploit, either by financial means or by out maneuvering his
opponents.

None of these men knew of the unimaginable device that Helman had been
using for more than twenty years. The device that was responsible for the rapid
growth and expansion of his worldwide power production empire.

On the fortieth floor of the Lunarcom Tower, Helman had a hidden suite of
safe rooms where he could disappear for as much as a year if it became necessary.

In a closet in that hidden suite of room he had placed the time travel jacket, a
device that allowed him absolute freedom of movement in time and space. For the
first few years after discovering the device, in 2059, he had used it to build the
foundation of his financial and business empire. In 2069, he discovered that it
would eventually run out of power. By then Lunarcom was well established and
growing rapidly. He had not felt the need to use the device in several years, but
knew that he had it in reserve if needed.

“Daniels,” Helman said looking in his direction, “what is your assessment of
the possibility of Hydroteck moving forward after this setback we’ve given them?”

“No possibility at all,” Daniels announced confidently, “We’ve looked at all
financial sources they have used in the past and any links those sources may have.
We’ve discretely blocked those sources. There is no possible way that Hydroteck
will be able to continue with the IPT. By the end of January 2085, or before,
Hydroteck will have defaulted on their loans and be in bankruptcy. We ran slightly
over the budget of one billion dollars that you allocated, but we have sealed all
their means of surviving.”

“All right then, Daniels, great job. Going over the billion is acceptable,
because, as you know, if they are not stopped, the IPT would eventually bring
down Lunarcom. Now we have to keep surveillance in place to be sure they do
not find any other financing.”

As usual, Helman never formally ended his meetings, just slipped out of his
chair and walked to the window behind him. The three men knew, when he did
this, they were dismissed and they silently walked to the elevator. Helman stared
out of the tall windows at the Hydroteck building, a quarter mile away, a smile
spreading across his face.

Several hours later, Susan Johnson walked into the living room of her home in
Katy, Texas, where Austin Johnson sat on her couch reading her report on the M-1
incident.

“Sheila’s asleep,” Susan said as she sat down next to him on the couch,
“now we can talk about my investigation on M-1.”

Austin had a vested interest in discovering the cause of the explosion. He
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and Jerry Sheryl were both engineers for Hydroteck, and they had led the team that
re-engineered the IPT’s after the 2081 New Mexico disaster.

Although he and Susan had been divorced for four years, they still spent
time together and with their daughter, enjoying each other’s company, but were not
yet ready to get back together.

“These reports indicate that it was sabotage,” Austin said looking up from
the notebook on his lap. “Is there any indication of how it was done or who did
this?”

“Immediately after the explosion,” Susan said, “Chuck Anderson, my
security chief began an investigation. We have three suspects that have
disappeared. Two of them worked for Eastman Transport, the company that
Hydroteck used to ship the IPT to the Houston Space Port. The other, I hate to say,
worked in Hydroteck’s IPT fabrication facilities. He could have concealed
explosives and a triggering device in an IPT part, or substituted a part that looked
exactly like one of the IPT parts. Whoever financed this operation spent a lot of
money to get accurate information, to smuggle in the parts and to pay off these
men, without arousing suspicion. They were very thorough.”

“How was it triggered,” Austin asked.
“We don’t know just yet,” Susan said shaking her head. “Our engineering

people think it was triggered by an electronic device, tied to the pressurized gas
braking jets our ships use to slow them down when docking. The explosion
happened when the breaking jets were applied.”

“So the saboteurs had to have access to your ship,” Austin said.
“Yes,” said Susan, “and that means even more possible suspects. None of

those three men had access to the ship.”
“I know Hydroteck has a lot of competitors,” Austin said, looking at Susan,

“but only one, Lunarcom, who might feel threatened and would have the money
and resources to do this. Since we have nothing to tie this to Lunarcom, the only
thing we can do is to double security at every point and closely inspect every part
that goes to M-1.”

“That is a lot of bleak news,” Susan said, “But I do have some good news.”
“Oh,” said Austin looking at her with raised eyebrows.
“Yes,” Susan said smiling, “an hour ago I got confirmation that four of the

lenders I contacted have agreed to loan us enough money on Magnalift’s accounts
receivables, so Hydroteck can extend their loan contracts to July 31, 2085.

Forty miles away, in the Lunarcom Tower, Gordon Daniels had been roughly
escorted to Helman’s office by two of Helman’s bodyguards. He now stood in
front of the black desk, staring at an angry Helman.
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“What happened Gordon?” Helman said in a low steady voice, glaring
across the desk at the frightened young man. Helman wore a thick black jacket
that Gordon had never seen him wear, and which, for some reason frightened him
even more.

“What do you mean?” Gordon asked, though he knew what Helman was
asking about.

“Gordon,” Helman said again in that low steady voice, “you know I don’t
tolerate failure. You spent one billion dollars of my money and achieved nothing.
Hydroteck is going to repair M-1 and continue with the IPT tests. They got the
money from somewhere. Do you know where?”

“No sir,” said Gordon, his eyes getting wider.
“Gordon,” said Helman, “I’m sure you have heard of others in the past that

have failed me and have disappeared, well-----.”
“Are you going to kill me?” Gordon said, his voice cracking.
“No, Gordon,” Helman said, “that would not be a fitting punishment for

what you’ve done. I’m going to send you to where you will have a long time to
think about your stupidity.”

“What do you mean?” Gordon said as Helman tapped a small electronic
control panel he held in his hand. The control panel activated the time travel
device concealed in the black jacket Helman wore.

The world around Helman immediately turned gray and silent. Gordon and
the rest of the universe was frozen in time.

Helman slid off his chair and walked around his desk in the grayness of null-
time created by the time travel jacket. He stared up at the frightened, frozen-in-
time, Gordon. Helman smiled as he thought about how much more frightened
Gordon would be when they reached their destination. He tapped in the date of
1684 on his control panel which controlled the distance to the past that he would
travel. An even four hundred years, he thought. He wondered if Gordon could
survive in 1684. He hoped not.

Well here goes, Helman thought as he tapped on the controls, levitating him
above the ground and toward Gordon. He tucked his left arm with the controller
under Gordon’s right arm, and then tapped a button, causing the device to move
backward in time toward 1684.

The swirling sensations of time travel did not upset him as it had the first
time he attempted it, and after a few moments the sensations stopped. He had
arrived at 1684. He let go of Gordon and floated to the ground in a pine tree forest
in deep shade.

Well, he thought, as he looked around, this was about what I expected. He
tapped on the panel and the sounds and the smells of the world hit him.

“Where are we?” Gordon asked, looking around at his unexpected
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surroundings.
“The question is,” said Helman, “When are we. You are in 1684, as you will

soon find out. Now I am going back to my time.”
“No,” Gordon said and rushed Helman.
Helman tapped the screen and Gordon froze in the gray zone, several feet

from him.
Helman studied the agonized and angry face of Gordon, and then returned to

2084.
When he was back in his office, Helman removed the time travel jacket and

placed it on top of his desk. He walked to the window behind his desk and stared
at the Hydroteck tower. He was not smiling now, but after a few moments he did
smile. He had just thought of a devious plan to finish off Hydroteck, but he would
wait to implement it until July 2085. Then, there would be no time for Hydroteck
to recover. Yes, he would bide his time until then, and savor his final victory.
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